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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to provide a concise summary of the state-of-the-art for the
analysis of the facesheet wrinkling mode of failure in sandwich structures. This document is not
an exhaustive review of the published research related to facesheet wrinkling. Instead, a smaller
number of key papers are reviewed in order to provide designers and analysts with a working
understanding of the state-of-the-art. Designers and analysts should use this survey to guide their
judgment when deciding which one of a wide variety of available facesheet wrinkling design
formulas is applicable to a specific design problem.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
The development of fiber composite materials and the drive to reduce both the weight and
the cost of aerospace structures has resulted in renewed interest in the use of sandwich
construction for primary structures. As considered in this paper, a sandwich structure consists of
two thin load-bearing facesheets bonded on either side of a moderately thick, lightweight core
that prevents the facesheets from buckling individually. The sandwich structure attains its
bending rigidity mainly by separating the facesheets. Solid cores such as those made from foam
or balsa wood, or cellular cores such as those made from aluminum honeycomb, may be used.
Sandwich structures exhibit very high structural efficiencies (ratio of strength or stiffness to
weight). Furthermore, use of sandwich construction in laminated fiber composite applications is
particularly attractive since laminated facesheets can be manufactured into complex curved
shapes more easily than equivalent metallic facesheets. In addition, with composite materials the
facesheet laminates and the facesheet-to-core bond can be cured in a single operation without the
need for complex tooling. With sandwich structures the use of discrete stiffening elements can
be minimized. Cocuring discrete stiffeners and skins is expensive due to the need for complex
tooling; furthermore, these stiffeners give rise to high localized stresses that can be particularly
damaging to laminated composite structures.
Sandwich structures with thin facesheets and lightweight cores are prone to a type of local
failure known asfacesheet wrinkling or simply wrinkling. Since sandwich structures may exhibit
little or no post-wrinkling load carrying capability, failure of these structures by facesheet
wrinkling is typically catastrophic. Hence, accurate prediction of facesheet wrinkling is
important to the development of reliable and efficient sandwich structures. Throughout this
report, the term wrinkling refers to modes having wavelengths up to the thickness of the core.
The term buckling is used in a more general sense, referring to instability modes, regardless of
the mode's wavelength.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a concise summary of the state-of-the-art of the
analysis for the facesheet wrinkling mode of failure in sandwich structures. The objective here is
not to provide an exhaustive summary of all the research related to facesheet wrinkling published
in the literature. Instead, the purpose is to present more information from a smaller number of
key papers in order to provide designers with a working understanding of the state-of-the-art.
Designers and analysts should use this survey to guide their judgment when deciding which one
of a wide variety of available facesheetwrinkling designformulas is applicableto a specific
designproblem.
This work wasperformedunderTask 13of NASA ContractNAS1-19347,in supportof
NASA's EnvironmentalResearchAircraft and SensorTechnology(ERAST) Program. The
technicalmonitorwasMr. JuanR. Cruz.
SECTION 2
ASSESSMENT OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART FOR PREDICTING
FACESHEET WRINKLING FAILURE
This assessment is divided into four sections. Section 2.1 describes the classical approach
of treating facesheet wrinkling failure as a short wavelength structural instability. Section 2.2
describes the results of various experiments performed to evaluate the analytical predictions and
to calculate necessary "knockdown factors." Section 2.3 describes the treatment of facesheet
wrinkling as a strength problem, rather than a stability problem, by considering the presence of
manufacturing irregularities (or imperfections). Section 2.4 contains a brief discussion of the
effects of combined loads.
2.1 FACESHEET WRINKLING ANALYSES
Facesheet wrinkling has traditionally been treated as a local, short wavelength buckling
phenomenon that is one of a number of possible buckling modes exhibited by sandwich
structures (see Figure 1). The extremely small buckling wavelength in the wrinkling mode
results in the buckling load being insensitive to structural boundary conditions and curvature in
all but a few special cases. Many useful theoretical analyses used to predict the onset of
wrinkling are based on a mathematical model of the uniaxially loaded flat sandwich strut.
Results from the strut analyses are then extrapolated to more complex structures. The usual
procedure used to predict the onset of wrinkling in sandwich structures subjected to combined
loads starts with the calculation of the maximum principal facesheet compressive stress. This
stress is then compared to an allowable stress derived using the uniaxially loaded strut model.
For sandwich structures with isotropic facesheets, analytical and experimental evidence (Ref. 1,
pp. 44-48) indicates that use of only the maximum principal compressive stress in the facesheet
and the wrinkling expressions derived from the strut model results in reasonably accurate
wrinkling load estimates.
Consider a sandwich strut loaded in uniaxial compression as shown in Figure 2. The strut
is assumed to have a length a, and simply supported at boundary conditions at its ends. The
sandwich has facesheets of thickness t:and a core of thickness tc. If it is assumed that the core
and facesheets have infinite transverse shear rigidities as well as infinite through-the-thickness
stiffness, the strut behaves as a classical Euler column. In this case the strut buckles into a mode
with half-wavelength equal to the strut length a. A plot showing how the buckling load of the
strut, Pcr, varies with the buckling mode half-wavelength, )_, appears in Figure 3.
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Figure 1. Global and Local Buckling Modes in Sandwich Structures
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Figure 2. Sandwich Strut Under Uniaxial Load
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Figure 3. Buckling of a Sandwich Strut
Curve 1 in Figure 3 shows the buckling of the classical Euler column. In most sandwich
structures, the transverse shear flexibility of the core is large relative to that of the facesheets and
must be considered in the analysis. Treating the sandwich strut shown in Figure 2 as a
Timoshenko beam (Ref. 2, pp. 132-135), the buckling load, Pcr, can be determined from the
following equation
1 1 1
- + (1)
Per PE tbGc
where PE is the Euler buckling load, t is the thickness of the sandwich, b is the width of the strut,
and G c is the transverse shear modulus of the core. A plot showing how Pc, as given in Equation
1 varies with buckling mode wavelength appears as curve 2 in Figure 3. As the wavelength
approaches zero, the first term on the right hand side of Equation 1 vanishes leaving
P_ = tbG c (2)
This load is usually referred to as the shear crimping load in sandwich structures. The
shear crimping mode is shown in Figure lb. Since shear crimping is actually a short wavelength
form of antisymmetric wrinkling, it can be calculated either using Equation 1 with short
wavelengthsor Equation 2. In general,Equation 1 is generally usedfor the calculation of
buckling loadsassociatedwith longerwavelengthmodesonly, while Equation2 is usedfor the
calculation of the crimping load. Up to this point, somewhatsimple expressionshave been
derived for buckling of the sandwich strut owing to the fact that the through-the-thickness
Young's modulus of the core has been assumedto be infinite. The problem becomes
substantiallymorecomplicatedwhenthis assumptionis eliminated.
If the through-the-thicknessstiffnessof the core is consideredin the buckling analysis,
short wavelengthbuckling modes,usually known asfacesheet wrinkling modes, arise. Two
facesheet wrinkling cases must be considered. In the first case, the wrinkling of the facesheets is
symmetric with respect to the middle surface of the sandwich and can be predicted using the
simple model of a plate resting on an elastic foundation. A plot showing how the symmetric
wrinkling load typically varies with wavelength appears as curve 3 in Figure 3. In the second
case, the facesheets may wrinkle in a mode that is antisymmetric with respect to the middle
surface of the sandwich. If the core flatwise stiffness is sufficiently large, wrinkling in an
antisymmetric mode does not occur at any wavelength (Ref. 3, p. 188). The symmetric and
antisymmetric wrinkling modes are shown in Figure ld.
Antisymmetric wrinkling is a short wavelength buckling mode of the strut calculated while
accounting for the core through-the-thickness and transverse shear flexibilities. A plot showing
how the antisymmetric wrinkling load appears as a local minimum at short wavelengths in a plot
of buckling load versus wavelength appears as curve 4 in Figure 3. If the end shortening of the
facesheets during antisymmetric buckling is neglected (the facesheets are assumed to be
inextensible), the resulting approximation cannot be used to predict overall buckling of the strut
for long wavelengths. A plot of this approximation to the antisymmetric wrinkling load with
respect to wavelength appears as curve 5 in Figure 3.
All of the analyses described up to this point are based upon the assumption that the core
provides continuous support to the facesheets. The assumption of continuous facesheet support
may not be valid for sandwich structures with honeycomb or other types of cellular cores. In
cellular core sandwich structures, if the facesheets are sufficiently thin, the facesheets may
buckle locally into the core cells. This type of local instability is known asfacesheet dimpling
(see Figure lc).
2.1.1 Sandwich Structures With Isotropic Facesheets and Solid Cores
The earliest theoretical studies of the wrinkling of sandwich struts were performed
considering only isotropic facesheets and solid, isotropic cores. The first such study was
performed by Gough, Elam, and de Bruyne. 4 They assumed that (1) the facesheets were
inextensible, (2) the core attached directly to the middle surface of the facesheets, and (3) the
effect of the core compressive stresses in the direction of the applied load on the stability of the
facesheets could be neglected. Gough, Elam, and de Bruyne 4 considered wrinkling of sandwich
struts with the core having the boundary conditions shown in Figure 4. The solution to the
problem involved solving the biharmonic equation of elasticity for the core stress function
(assuming the core was in a state of plane stress) and enforcing the core boundary conditions.
The analysis of Gough, Elam, and de Bruyne 4 as well as their results are summarized on pages
156 through 164 of Reference 3.
(1) (2)
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Figure 4. Wrinkling Models of Gough, Elam, and de Bruyne 4
When the core is sufficiently thick, that is when
(3)
where tlis the thickness of the facesheet, tc is the thickness of the core, Eiis the Young's modulus
of the facesheet, and E c is the through-the-thickness Young's modulus of the core, the facesheet
can be treated as if it rests on an elastic foundation of infinite thickness. In this case, the stress at
which wrinkling would theoretically occur, Crwr,assuming the core Poisson's ratio, v c, is zero is
given in Reference 4 as
7
O'wr _ 0.794(E:EcG c)1/3 (4)
where G c is the core transverse shear modulus.
thickness of the core due to the assumption that the core has infinite thickness.
struts with thinner cores, when
Note the lack of dependence of (Jwr on the
For sandwich
(5)
there is some interaction between the faces on opposite sides of the core. While the theoretical
wrinkling load in this case is a function of the core and facesheet properties as shown in
Equations 3 and 5, a theoretical lower bound for O'wrthat is independent of t: and tc for the case
where vc is zero is given in Reference 3, page 166 as
O'wr --0.630(E:EcGc) 1/3 (6)
The analysis of Gough, Elam, and de Bruyne 4 results in an expression for the wrinkling load that,
when plotted, would appear as curve 5 in Figure 3 due to the fact that the facesheets were
assumed to be inextensible.
Williams, Legget, and Hopkins 5 were the first to solve the more general problems of
antisymmetrical buckling and symmetrical wrinkling of a strut of finite core thickness. Their
analysis accounts for the transverse shear and through-the-thickness flexibilities of the core, as
well as the stretching of the facesheets. Plots of critical loads calculated using this analysis would
be similar to curves 3 and 4 in Figure 3. They also dispensed with the assumption that the core
attached to the middle surface of the facesheets but retained the assumption that the effect of the
core axial compressive stress on the wrinkling of the facesheets could be neglected. This more
general model allowed Williams, Legget, and Hopkins 5 to account for possible interaction of the
short wavelength wrinkling mode with the long wavelength buckling mode of the strut.
Williams, Legget, and Hopkins 5 concluded that antisymmetric wrinkling always occurred at a
lower load than symmetric wrinkling in sandwich constructions with solid, isotropic cores and
that the analysis of Gough, Elam, and de Bruyne 4 produced accurate estimates of the small
wavelength facesheet wrinkling load. Cox and Riddell 6 present the results of a theoretical study
performed using an approach similar to Williams, Legget, and Hopkins 5 in a format more
suitable for use in design. For sandwich struts with thick cores, the facesheet wrinkling stress
derived by Cox and Riddell 6 is given by
O'wr _ 0.760(EIE cG c)1/3 (7)
Hoff and Mautner 7 proposed the simpler models of symmetric and antisymmetric wrinkling for
sandwich struts with isotropic facesheets and solid cores depicted in Figure 5. They assumed
that core deformations decay linearly to zero within a small zone of width w that is chosen to be
the smaller of either one half the thickness of the core or a value that minimizes the facesheet
wrinkling stress calculated using a total potential energy formulation. The extensional strain
energy of the facesheets, as well as the axial strain energy of the core, are neglected in the
formulation; hence, the theory is related to curves 3 and 5 shown in Figure 3. The expressions
for O'er developed by Hoff and Mautner 7 generally depend on the width-to-thickness ratio of the
strut. However, based on the specific results presented in Reference 7, the expression for
symmetric wrinkling of a sandwich strut with a thick core (one where w < tc/2) provides a
reasonable estimate of O'er in all cases. This value of O'eris given by
O'wr=0.910(EIE_Gc) v3 (8)
S
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Figure 5. Wrinkling Models of Hoff and Mautner 7
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2.1.2 Sandwich Structures with Isotropic Facesheets and Cellular Cores
Based on his own observations, Williams 8 reasoned that in order for facesheet wrinkling to
be a critical failure mode of the sandwich strut depicted in Figure 2, the core-to-facesheet
thickness ratio would have to be large enough to render the assumption of a semi-infinite core
thickness valid. His analysis is based on the assumption that the axial stress (in the direction of
the applied load) in the core was zero. Previous analyses were based on the assumption that this
stress was small but nonzero. The assumption of zero core stress in the direction of the applied
load is known as the anti-plane stress assumption as opposed to the classical plane stress
assumption used in the theory of elasticity. This assumption is directly applicable to the analysis
of sandwich structures with cellular cores such as honeycomb. Williams s assumed the core to be
infinitely thick and reasoned that the wrinkling deformations decayed exponentially away from
the facesheet into the core. The resulting analysis yielded the following expression for the
facesheet stress at which wrinkling would occur:
0.825 ]( 1/3
(9)
where vlis the Poisson's ratio of the facesheet.
It can be shown that the form of the wrinkling deformations assumed by Williams 8 result in
core stresses that violate the equilibrium equations consistent with the anti-plane stress
assumption. A consistent formulation was first presented by Hemp. 9 He considered both
symmetric and antisymmetric wrinkling of a sandwich strut having a core of finite thickness.
Direct solution of the core equilibrium equations that remain after the anti-plane stress
assumption is imposed leads to expressions for the deformations of the core during wrinkling
that are simple polynomials in the through-the-thickness coordinate, z (see Figure 2). The
wrinkling stress in the symmetric mode presented by Hemp 9 is given by
_wr (10)
Note that a simple beam on an elastic foundation with foundation modulus 2Ec/tcCan be
shown to have a buckling stress
IEctzO'wr=O.82Ef E/tc (11)
10
This purely theoretical value is suggested in Reference 10 for use in the design of sandwich
structures with honeycomb cores. After considering the antisymmetric wrinkling mode, Hemp 9
showed that the associated wrinkling stress in sandwich structures with anti-plane cores was
1.732 times higher than the stress associated with wrinkling in the symmetric mode given as
written in Equation 10.
Norris et al. 11 extended the analysis of Gough, Elam, and de Bruyne 4 to include allowance
for an orthotropic, solid core in either a state of plane stress in the cross section of the core or a
state of plane strain. Norris, Boller, and Voss 12show how, by assuming that the ratio of the core
flatwise Young's modulus to core in-plane Young's modulus is infinitely large, the equation for
wrinkling stress developed in Reference 11 simplifies to the equation derived by Hemp. 9
Goodier and Neou _3 evaluated the effect of the core axial stress on the wrinkling of the
facesheets and verified that it was small by comparing the results of their more general analysis
to results published based on the assumption that the effect of core axial stress could be
neglected. Addressing the results of some tests indicating panel failure at loads well below those
anticipated from wrinkling theory, Goodier and Hsu 14extended the work of Hemp 9 to include a
consideration of wrinkling modes that were not necessarily harmonic in the axial direction.
Goodier and Hsu TM showed that if the ends of the sandwich strut were free to rotate, wrinkling
could occur in a mode localized at the ends of the strut (see Figure 6 below) at one-half the load
predicted using an analysis based on the assumption of a purely harmonic mode shape.
(1)
ENDS RESTRAINED AGAINST
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WRINKLING MODE
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Figure 6. Non-Harmonic Wrinkling Mode in Sandwich Panels
Yusuff _5combined the anti-plane core assumptions used by Williams s and Hemp 9 with the
wrinkling model used by Hoff and Mautner 7 to estimate symmetric mode facesheet wrinkling
stresses. The expressions for wrinkling stress derived by Yusuff 15are functions of the calculated
width, W (see Figure 5), over which the deformation of the core is assumed to decay linearly to
zero. The decay width W is calculated by equating the sum of the core shear and extensional
11
strainenergiesstoredwithin thewidth W to theenergystoredin anequivalentextensionalspring
of modulusK, thenminimizingK with respecto W. For thick cores,W < 0.5tc, and
for thin cores, W > 0.5t c, and
Cr_r=0.961(EIEcGc) 1/3
and for cores where W = 0.5t c
(12)
(13)
(14)
2.1.3 Sandwich Structures With Laminated Composite Facesheets
In the early 1970s, attention focused on sandwich structures fabricated using laminated
composite facesheets. The earliest theoretical investigation of facesheet wrinkling with
composite facesheets was performed by Pearce and Webber. 16 They extended Hemp's 9 analysis
to calculate both symmetric and antisymmetric wrinkling of uniaxially loaded sandwich panels
with orthotropic facesheets. They applied the anti-plane core assumptions and accounted for
stretching of the facesheets so that long wavelength antisymmetric buckling loads as well as
short wavelength antisymmetric wrinkling loads could be calculated using the same analysis.
The symmetric wrinkling stress of a sandwich panel with specially orthotropic facesheets was
shown to be
Dllm2+ 2(/)12+ 2066 ]{a_Jib] 2 .t_ O22(l!{a_4"\m ]_b)
2Ec a2
+ (15)
mZ YgZt ft c
where the D_, D12 , D22 , and D66 are the facesheet laminate bending stiffnesses, a is the panel
dimension in the direction of the applied load, and b is the panel dimension transverse to the
applied load. It can be shown that Equation 15 reduces to Equation 10--Hemp's 9 Equation for
symmetric facesheet wrinkling--when isotropic facesheets are considered. Webber and Stuart 17
solved the equations of Pearce and Webber _6 for the more general case of sandwich structures
with laminated facesheets that exhibit bending-extension coupling; however, they did not
present any numerical results.
Gutierrez and Webber TM extended the analysis of Pearce and Webber _6 to study the
facesheet wrinkling of sandwich beams subject to bending. They compared the facesheet stress
12
on the compressive side of the beam necessary to cause wrinkling to the wrinkling stress
calculated based on a uniaxially loaded strut model (both facesheets in compression). For the
example presented in Reference 18, the wrinkling stress calculated using the more accurate beam
model was approximately 16% higher than the wrinkling stress calculated using the uniaxially
loaded strut model. The analysis of Gutierrez and Webber _8was also general enough to allow for
unsymmetrically laminated facesheets and the effect of a facesheet-to-core adhesive layer. They
showed that including the effect of a 0.005-in-thick adhesive layer on the theoretical wrinkling
stress of a 0.010-in-thick facesheet on a 1.0-in-thick core was to increase this wrinkling stress by
50%. Hence, ignoring the effect of an adhesive layer (if such a layer exists) on the wrinkling
stress of sandwich panels with very thin facesheets may be very conservative.
Shield, Kim, and Shield 19considered wrinkling of an isotropic facesheet resting on a semi-
infinite, solid, isotropic core using a two dimensional plane strain elasticity model and compared
the wrinkling stresses calculated using this model with those calculated using a model of an
Euler beam on an elastic foundation. Their study was the first one of its kind to include the
effect of shear deformation of the facesheet in addition to the effect of axial stress in the core.
The results generally indicated that the simple beam model provides adequate estimates of the
wrinkling stress for thin isotropic facesheets resting on solid cores.
2.1.4 Summary
Theoretical studies performed since 1940 have yielded equations used to design sandwich
structures against the facesheet wrinkling mode of failure and are based on one of the three
mathematical models indicated in Figure 7. These equations, the model they are based on, and
the Reference describing how these equations were derived are listed in Table 1. Generally, the
axial compressive stress in the facesheet of a strut (or beam) is given by
(16)
for sandwich struts with solid, isotropic cores, or by
(17)
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for sandwichstrutswith coresfor which the anti-planeassumptionis valid (e.g., honeycomb
cores). Equation 17wasderivedassumingthe core to be in ananti-planestateof stresswhile
Equation16wasderivedwithout theanti-planestressassumption.For sandwichstructureswith
orthotropic laminatedcompositefacesheets,anequivalentmembraneYoung's modulusshould
notbeused. Rather,EI should be replaced by
where D I is the facesheet laminate bending stiffness in the direction of the applied load. For
design purposes, the constants of proportionality k] and k 2 have generally been determined
experimentally. Experimental results are discussed in Section 2.2.
2.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Developing a test to evaluate a highly localized instability failure such as facesheet
wrinkling is a difficult task. In this section, facesheet wrinkling stresses determined by tests will
be compared to the theoretical values given in Equations 16 and 17. In particular, empirically
derived values of the parameters k] and k 2 indicated in Equations 16 and 17 will be compared to
the theoretical values k] = 0.76 suggested by Cox and Riddell 6 (thick sandwich structures with
solid cores), k] = 0.63 suggested by Gough, Elam, and de Bruyne 4 (thin sandwich structures with
solid cores) and k2 = 0.82 suggested by Yusuff _5 (thick sandwich structures with cellular cores).
In order to correlate test measurements with theoretical predictions, it is necessary to ensure that
the assumptions made during the theoretical development are valid during the test. A list of
some of the more important of these assumptions appears in Table 2. If an assumption is
violated in the performance of the test, it is necessary to either design a new test in which the
violation is removed or refine the theoretical analysis to allow for the relaxation of the
assumption. Whenever possible, test results presented in this section should be evaluated in
terms of the relevance of the assumptions listed in Table 2.
2.2.1 Test Results Exhibiting Reasonably Good CorrelationWith Theoretical
Predictions
Hoff and Mautner 7 tested 51 flat, rectangular sandwich panels 4- to I 1-in wide and 10.5-in
long. These panels were made of 0.006- to 0.02-in-thick laminated paper plastic (papreg)
facesheets with a 0.066- to 0.741-in-thick cellulose acetate core. The results of 39 of the 51 tests
performed were declared invalid due to premature edge failures caused by insufficient edge
support, premature core failure due to the presence of large air bubbles in the core, and
15
Table2. ImportantAssumptionsUnderlyingFacesheetWrinkling TheoreticalPredictions
ASSUMPTIONNO. ASSUMPTION
1 Thewrinkling loadis independentof boundaryconditionsandhasan
associatedharmonicmodeshape.
2 Symmetricwrinkling failure in sandwichstructuresalwaysoccursat
loadslower thanthosenecessaryto causeantisymmetricwrinkling
failure.
3 Thecoreprovidescontinuoussupportto thefacesheets.
4 Neitherthesandwichnor the individual facesheetsexhibit shear-
extension,bending-twisting,ormembrane-bendingmaterialcoupling
behavior.
5 Any effectof thefacesheet-to-coreadhesivelayermaybeneglected.
6 Thecoremaybetreatedasif it wasattachedto themiddlesurfaceof the
facesheets.
difficulties encounteredin creatingauniform stateof stressin the specimens.Furthermore,test
datausedto determinethepropertiesof thematerialsusedto fabricatethe specimensexhibited
extremelyhigh scatter.Usingtheresultsof the 12valid testsandacknowledgingthevariability
in the materialpropertiesof their specimens,Hoff andMautner7suggestedusinga valueof k 1 =
0.50 in Equation 16. This value of kl is 34% lower than the theoretical value, k_ = 0.76,
suggested by Cox and Riddell 6 for thick core sandwich structures, and 20% lower than the lower
bound value, k_ = 0.63, derived from the work of Gough, Elam, and de Bruyne 4 for thin cores.
Note that the formula for the wrinkling stress given in Equation 16 is independent of the core and
facesheet thicknesses; it is tacitly assumed that Equation 16 represents a conservative
approximation of the true wrinkling stress for all sandwich configurations. The facesheet
wrinkling stress given in Equation 16, first proposed in 1945, is widely used today in the design
of sandwich structures with solid cores.
Norris et al. H tested hundreds of sandwich struts made of various combinations of facesheet
and core materials. The facesheets were made of aluminum, steel, and glass cloth laminates.
The cores were made of granulated cork, cellular cellulose acetate, balsa wood, and cellular hard
rubber. The authors observed four distinct modes of failure during the tests. These failure
modes were:
.
.
Elastic wrinkling of the facesheets at stresses below the proportional limit of the
facesheet material
Core failure due to "initial irregularities in the facesheets"
16
3. Core failure at stresses above the proportional limit of the facesheets
4. Compressive strength failure of the facesheets at stresses insufficient to cause
facesheet wrinkling.
Since the present focus is on wrinkling failure, the results of tests on specimens that failed
in mode (4) are not considered here. As described in Reference 11, the authors observed that the
preparation of the specimens that failed in mode (3) was generally poor, yielding unacceptable
scatter in the facesheet-to-core bond strength. In addition, several of these specimens failed in an
Euler buckling mode. Hence, results from the tests of the specimens that failed in mode (3) will
not be considered either.
All specimens made of aluminum and steel facesheets with solid granulated cork cores
failed in mode (1)--the failure mode for which the correlation between the theoretically and
experimentally determined values of wrinkling stress is expected to be the best. A plot of the
wrinkling stresses of the mode (1) specimens, extracted from Tables 2 through 4 of Reference
11, normalized by the facesheet Young's modulus versus (EIE c Gc)I/3/EI appear in Figure 8. The
slope of a straight line passing through these data indicates the appropriate value of kl to be
applied to Equation 16, thus yielding a semi-empirical expression for the facesheet wrinkling
stress. As can be seen in Figure 8, the theoretical value of k_ = 0.76 derived by Cox and Riddell 6
for thick solid cores fits the experimental data very well. Furthermore, the theoretical lower
bound of k_ = 0.63 derived by Gough, Elam, and de Bruyne 4 for thin solid cores provides a lower
bound to the experimental data.
While the specimens that failed in mode (1) were made of solid cork core, the Young's
modulus of the cork material was three to four orders of magnitude lower than that of the
facesheets. Hence, it is anticipated that the anti-plane core assumptions are valid so that an
expression for the facesheet stress of the form shown in Equation 17 is appropriate. A plot of the
wrinkling stresses of the specimens that failed in mode (1), extracted from Tables 2 through 4 of
Reference 11, normalized by the facesheet Young's modulus versus (Ect I/Eitc) _/2 appears in
Figure 9. The slope of a straight line passing through these data indicates the appropriate value
of k2 to be applied to Equation 17, thus yielding a second semi-empirical expression for the
facesheet wrinkling stress. As can be seen in Figure 9, the theoretical value ofk 2 = 0.82 derived
by Hemp 9 (assuming vI = 0) provides a generally conservative estimate of the wrinkling stresses
in these specimens.
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The specimens that failed in mode (2) were characterized by failure of the core due to what
Norris et al. 11 perceived to be "initial irregularities in the facesheets." A plot of the wrinkling
stresses of these specimens, extracted from Tables 6 and 7 of Reference 11, normalized by the
facesheet Young's modulus versus (EIE cGJ/3/E_ appears in Figure 10. A plot of the wrinkling
stresses of these specimens normalized by the facesheet Young's modulus versus (E tI/E I tJ 2 is
shown in Figure 11. The experimentally determined wrinkling stresses are reasonably close to
the corresponding theoretical wrinkling stresses except for a single point that represents the
wrinkling of the specimen with the smallest (0.25 in) core thickness used. With the exception of
this single point, it can be seen from Figure 10 that applying the factor k_ = 0.50 to Equation 16,
as suggested by Hoff and Mautner, 7 provided a reasonable lower bound estimate of the wrinkling
stress. Similarly, as can be seen from Figure 11, applying the factor k 2 = 0.60 to Equation 17
provides another reasonable lower bound estimate of the wrinkling stress.
Norris, Boller, and VOSS 12 extended the experimental work performed by Norris et al. H to
sandwich struts with honeycomb cores. A total of 63 tests were performed on sandwich struts
having 0.010-in-thick tempered steel facesheets with 0.375- to 2.00-in-thick honeycomb cores
made of resin-treated paper. A plot of the wrinkling stresses of the specimens, extracted from
Tables 2 and 3 of Reference 12, normalized by the facesheet Young's modulus versus (EIE _
GJ3/EI appears in Figure 12. A plot of the wrinkling stresses of the specimens normalized by
the facesheet Young's modulus versus (Ec tI/Eity 2 appears in Figure 13. Data are omitted from
Figures 12 and 13 in cases where the authors indicated that the specimens failed due to core
shear instead of facesheet wrinkling. The slope of a straight line passing through the data plotted
in Figure 12 indicates the appropriate value of k_ to be applied to Equation 16. The slope of a
straight line passing through the data plotted in Figure 13 indicates the appropriate value ofk 2 to
be applied to Equation 17. As can be seen from Figure 12, the theoretical value ofk_ = 0.76
results in generally unconservative estimates of the wrinkling stress; however, the theoretical
lower bound value of k_ = 0.63 fits the data very well. In Figure 13, it can be seen that the data
are fit extremely well by a line having slope k2 = 0.82.
2.2.2 Test Results Exhibiting Generally Poor Correlation With Theoretical
Predictions
Further empirical studies of the facesheet wrinkling of honeycomb sandwich panels were
performed by Jenkinson and Kuenzi 2° and Harris and Crisman. 21 Jenkinson and Kuenzi 2° tested
sandwich panels having 0.012- to 0.031-in-thick aluminum and steel facesheets on aluminum
honeycomb cores. They tested six replicates of 28 different configurations for a total of 168
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tests. Of the 28 different configurations tested, Jenkinson and Kuenzi 2° reported that only 10
configurations failed by facesheet wrinkling away from the loaded ends of the specimens. A plot
of the wrinkling stresses of these 10 specimens, extracted from Table 2 of Reference 20,
normalized by the facesheet Young's modulus versus (EIE cGc)V3/Ei appears in Figure 14. A plot
of the wrinkling stresses of the specimens normalized by the facesheet Young's modulus versus
(E c tf  El tJ/2 appears in Figure 15. As before, slopes of best fit lines passing through these data
indicate the appropriate value of kl to be applied to Equation 16 (Figure 14) or k 2 to be applied to
Equation 17 (Figure 15). Jenkinson and Kuenzi 2° suggested k_ = 0.044 as shown in Figure 14. A
line of slope k2 = 0.125 fits the data approximately as shown in Figure 15. These values differ
substantially from the theoretical values of k_ = 0.76 and k 2 = 0.82. Jenkinson and Kuenzi 2°
attributed these discrepancies to initial waviness of the facesheets.
Jenkinson and Kuenzi 2° theorized (as did Norris et al. H and Norris, Boller, and Voss 12
before them) that the wrinkling load was a function of the facesheet-to-core flatwise strength.
They presented data showing that the higher the facesheet-to-core flatwise strength, the higher
the facesheet wrinkling stress. Unfortunately, close inspection of the flatwise strength data
reported in column 12 of Table 1 of Reference 20 reveals wide scatter in the measured facesheet-
to-core flatwise strengths. For example, an average flatwise strength of 90 psi was reported for
specimen 20; however, one standard deviation of the test data was equal to 37 psi. Flatwise
strengths of some specimens were as low as 20 psi. This is no doubt attributable to the relatively
crude facesheet-to-honeycomb adhesive and bonding technology available in the late 1950s
when the work was performed. The availability of modern film adhesives and bonding processes
has resulted in higher and more repeatable bondline strengths. This more modern technology
was used by Harris and Crisman. 2_
Harris and Crisman 2_ tested sandwich panels having 0.020- to 0.040-in-thick fiberglass
facesheets on 0.40- to 1.00-in-thick aluminum honeycomb cores. Their objectives were to
develop a more reliable semi-empirical analysis accounting for initial facesheet waviness and to
investigate possible differences in facesheet wrinkling stress when a compressive load is applied
normal to the ribbon direction of the honeycomb core versus when it is applied parallel to the
ribbon direction. A total of 96 tests were conducted on panels with 18 different configurations.
Only average measured wrinkling stress values are presented; the amount of scatter in the test
data is not presented in Reference 21. Plots of the measured wrinkling stresses of the specimens,
presented in Table 1 of Reference 21, normalized by the facesheet Young's modulus versus
(Ectf/E f tc) 1/2 for loading parallel and normal to the ribbon direction of the core, appear in
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Figures16and 17,respectively.Straightlinesboundingthesedataalsoappearin Figures16and
17. Theslopeof a straightline passingthroughthe dataplotted in Figures16and 17 indicates
theappropriatevalueof k2 to be used in Equation 17.
Two conclusions can be drawn from Figures 16 and 17. First, both the upper and lower
bound values of k2 indicated in these figures are less than one-half the theoretical value ofk 2 =
0.82. Second, the wrinkling stresses of the panels loaded normal to the core ribbon direction are,
on average, 30% lower than the wrinkling stresses of the panels loaded parallel to the core ribbon
direction. Since the only difference in core ribbon versus transverse properties is the core shear
modulus, G c, Harris and Crisman 21 chose the equations derived by Yusuff 15 as opposed to those
derived by Norris, Boller, and Voss _2(similar to the equations derived by Hemp 9) as the basis of
their semi-empirical formulation. This choice was made since the theoretical symmetric mode
wrinkling stress equation derived using the theory of Norris, Boller, and Voss _2was independent
of G c while Yusuff's _5 equation was a function of G c. Harris and Crisman 2_ do not mention the
possibility that some of the panels failed in an antisymmetric (core shear) mode rather than a
symmetric mode.
Why was the theoretical-experimental correlation of the wrinkling stress of sandwich
panels with honeycomb cores reported by Norris, Boller, and Voss 12 so much better than that
reported by Jenkinson and Kuenzi 2° and Harris and Crisman2_? As stated earlier, poor theoretical-
experimental correlation is generally attributed to manufacturing imperfections; however,
another possible explanation can be found by investigating the theoretical wavelength of the
wrinkles more closely. Using the specimen information provided by Norris, Boller, and Voss, _2
Jenkinson and Kuenzi, 2° and Harris and Crisman, 2_the critical wrinkling half-wavelengths of the
specimens can be calculated from
(19)
Equation 19 is derived in Hemp. 9 The dimpling load of the specimens was also estimated
using the following expression suggested in Chapter 4 of Reference 22
(20)
where s is the cell size of the honeycomb core material. Equation 20 is generally somewhat
conservative since it does not take into account the reduction in cell size caused by the fillets
formed along the walls of the cells by the adhesive used to bond the facesheet to the core.
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Using Equation 19, it was determined that in all of the specimens reported by Jenkinson
and Kuenzi 2° and Harris and Crisman, 21 the critical wrinkling half-wavelength was less than the
size of a single cell (_,/s < 1.0); furthermore, the theoretical dimpling stress calculated using
Equation 20 was lower than the theoretical wrinkling stress. In cases where _,/s < 1.0, use of a
smeared value of the core flatwise Young's modulus is no longer valid; furthermore, the
likelihood of an interaction occurring between the wrinkling and dimpling modes is very strong.
A plot of the value of k2 needed for the expression for wrinkling stress given in Equation 17 to
match the various experimental results reported by Norris, Boller, and Voss 12for specimens with
two different core types versus the ratio _,/s appears in Figure 18. This plot indicates that for
each specimen set, the larger the ratio _,/s, the more conservative the correlation is between the
test data and the theoretical predictions of wrinkling stress. Hence, it is highly likely that the
tests performed by Jenkinson and Kuenzi 2° and Harris and Crisman 21 violated assumption
(3) indicated in Table 2.
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Another possible explanation for the relatively poor experimental-theoretical correlation of
wrinkling stress reported by Jenkinson and Kuenzi 2° and Harris and Crisman 21is their neglect of
the antisymmetric buckling and wrinkling loads. Norris et al. 1_ and Norris, Boller, and Voss _2
indicated that many specimens predicted to fail by facesheet wrinkling in fact failed due to shear
failure of the core. This could be the result of buckling of the panel in an antisymmetric mode or
the presence of initial antisymmetric imperfections. Failure in the antisymmetric mode could
certainly explain why Harris and Crisman 2_ observed such a marked drop in failure load of
specimens loaded normal to the core ribbon direction compared to the failure load of specimens
loaded parallel to the core ribbon direction since the antisymmetric buckling load is a function of
core shear modulus. Hence, it is also possible that the tests performed by Jenkinson and
Kuenzi z° and Harris and Crisman z_ violated assumption (2) indicated in Table 2.
Pearce and Webber 23tested 10-in-square panels made of 0.01- in to 0.02-in-thick laminated
composite facesheets on 0.25-in to 0.500-in-thick aluminum honeycomb cores in edgewise
compression. The results of these tests were to be used to validate the theory developed in
Reference 16. Since struts tested in previous studies (e.g., References 7, 11, 12, 20, and 21) with
support only on the loaded ends were observed to fail catastrophically immediately upon
wrinkling of the facesheets, a major objective of the experimental work of Pearce and Webbe_ 3
was to test panels with all four sides supported to see if panels exhibited stable post-wrinkling
behavior. Failure of all four of the specimens tested occurred at loads 20% to 30% higher than
the theoretical (symmetric) wrinkling load but below the theoretical panel buckling load. The
authors note that wrinkling of the facesheets was never observed directly; however, strain gauge
readings seemed to indicate some form of local instability occurred close to the theoretical
(symmetric) wrinkling load. Hence, the authors concluded that wrinkling occurred in isolated
areas at loads below the final failure load of the panels indicating that the post wrinkling
behavior of the panel was indeed stable. The evidence as to whether or not wrinkling ever
occurred was not conclusive. Similar difficulties were encountered during tests performed by
Camarda. 24
Camarda 24 tested 12.0-in-square simply supported panels with 0.024-in-thick quasi-
isotropic graphite-polyimide facesheets on 0.50- to 1.00-in-thick glass-polyimide honeycomb
cores. A total of nine panels were tested in three different configurations. The results of these
tests, along with theoretical predictions of wrinkling stress calculated using Equation 11, appear
in Table 7 of Reference 24. Note that the effective facesheet modulus used in the theoretical
predictions of wrinkling load (7.538 Msi) does not reflect the true bending stiffness of the
facesheet. Using the same laminate theory and material properties used in Section 4.3 of
Reference 24, the effective modulus accounting for the bending stiffness of the facesheet rather
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than the membranestiffness is 11.405Msi resulting in a 23% increasein the theoretical
wrinkling loadslisted in Table 7 of Reference24. Basedon thenew theoreticalwrinkling load
estimates,it canbeseenfrom Table7 thatthemeasuredwrinkling loadsareprecisely50%lower
thanthetheoreticalpredictions.This is in striking contrastto theresultsreportedby Pearceand
Webber.23 Camarda24also statesthat all of the specimenswrinkled very close to a supported
edge.Theauthorwentto greatlengthsin designingatestfixture thatwould imposeno rotational
restrainton the paneledges.As pointedout in Section2.1.2,GoodierandHsu TM showed that a
nonsinusoidal wrinkling mode can occur near a supported edge at one-half the load predicted by
formulas based on the assumption of a sinusoidal mode under such support conditions. Since no
mention is made of Goodier and Hsu's 14 work in Reference 24, it is possible that a critical, non-
sinusoidal mode was missed. Hence, it is highly likely that the tests performed by Camarda _4
violated assumption (1) indicated in Table 2.
Bansemir and Pfeifer 25conducted a theoretical-experimental study of honeycomb sandwich
panels with extremely thin laminated composite facesheets and cores typical of those used in the
antennae of modern communications satellites. Their work included tests of panels subjected to
pure shear loading, a loading condition absent from every other experimental study previously
cited. The authors concluded that an appropriate value for k2 in Equation 17 is between 0.33 and
0.42. No information about the core cell size of their specimens is provided. Furthermore, the
test specimens were all assumed to have failed in a symmetric wrinkling mode based on the
authors' calculations indicating that the antisymmetric mode could be neglected. No specific
detailed descriptions of the failed specimens are given. Finally, the facesheets themselves were
constructed using unsymmetric laminates that exhibit strong bending-stretching coupling.
Hence, the tests performed by Bansemir and Pfeifer zs violated assumption (4) indicated in
Table 2.
A summary of the correlation of the test results described in this section to the theoretical
expressions for wrinkling stress, Equations 16 and 17, appears in Table 3.
2.3 EFFECTS OF INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS
As was mentioned in Section 2.2.2, poor correlation between theoretical estimates and
experimental measurement of facesheet wrinkling loads has generally been attributed to initial
manufacturing imperfections in the facesheets. These imperfections are random in nature;
however, they can be expressed as a linear combination of the facesheet wrinkling mode shapes
since these mode shapes are orthogonal. The usual assumption made is that the mode shape
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Table 3. Published Test Data Correlation To Theoretical Expressions For Wrinkling Stress
SOURCE SUGGESTED SUGGESTED COMMENTS
kl* k2**
Theory 0.76 0.82 --
(upper bound)
0.63
(lower bound)
Hoff and Mautner 7 0.50 -- Uncertain material properties.
Norris et al. 11 0.63-0.76 0.82 Nearly perfectly flat facesheets,
solid cores.
Norris et al. 11 0.50 0.60 Imperfect facesheets, solid
cores.
Norris, Boller, and 0.63 0.82 Honeycomb cores.
Voss 12
Jenkinson and 0.044 0.125 Tests probably violated
Kuenzi 2° assumptions (2) and (3) in
Table 2.
Harris and Crisman 21 -- 0.21-0.38 Tests probably violated
(ribbon direction) assumptions (2) and (3) in
0.14-0.28 Table 2.
(transverse direction)
Camarda 24 -- 0.41 Tests probably violated
assumption (1) in Table 2.
Bansemir and Pfeifer 25 -- 0.33-0.42 Tests violated assumption (4) in
Table 2.
wr = O'wr = k2Ef _ Eitc
corresponding to the lowest wrinkling load is the dominant term in this linear combination. In
other words, it is assumed that the undulations of the true surface of the facesheet of a sandwich
strut, for example, can be reasonably approximated by
w° = 6°sin( _x ] (21)
\_,cr]
where 6 ° is the amplitude of the undulations (waviness), x is the axial coordinate, and _'cr is the
critical wrinkling wavelength. Experimental observations indicate that initial imperfections
trigger premature failure of the sandwich either by causing a facesheet-to-core flatwise failure
(symmetrical imperfections) or a core shear failure (antisymmetrical imperfections).
If a sandwich strut containing an imperfection in the shape of a wrinkling mode is
considered, it has been shown that (see, for example Yusuff 26) the resulting expression for the
lateral displacement of the facesheet is
29
6° sin/ (22)
W-Dcr 1
P
where P is the applied load and Pcr is the wrinkling load associated with a wrinkling mode of
half-wavelength _,. If the facesheet contains an imperfection in the form of a symmetric
wrinkling mode, the maximum facesheet-to-core flatwise stress, _, is given by
2EcW 2E c 6 °
oz - - (23)
tc k P(Pcr -1) tc
where E c is the core flatwise Young's modulus and tc is the core thickness.
If the facesheet contains an imperfection in the form of an antisymmetric wrinkling mode,
the maximum core shear stress is (see Reference 1, page 163)
"lJ.... kT/) ---_--k tc )l_-pc-__i_ (24)
kkP ]
where G c is the core shear modulus and tI is the facesheet thickness. If either o-z exceeds the
allowable flatwise stress or "Vcorexceeds the allowable core shear stress, the sandwich panel will
fail.
This assumption of the criticality of imperfections in the shape of the symmetrical
wrinkling mode was tested in a controlled fashion by Rogers. 27 The author tested honeycomb
sandwich struts with notches intentionally built into the facesheets. As shown in Figure 19, the
notch depth, A 0, was known and controlled during the fabrication of the panel. The notch width,
L, was then measured following fabrication. Given these two parameters and the critical
wrinkling wavelength, _'cr' the value 6o could be calculated by a simple ratio. Rogers 27obtained
good theoretical-experimental correlation using this approach given the scatter in the measured
values of facesheet-to-core flatwise strength of the test specimens. The results of such a study
performed on panels with antisymmetrical imperfections could not be located in the open
literature. Various authors have made attempts to estimate 6° in Equation 21 based on direct
measurements of surface profiles and by comparisons of test data to theoretical predictions.
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Figure 19. Typical Facesheet Imperfection Manufactured Into Test Specimens in Ref 26
In determining an appropriate value for 6 °, it is reasonable to assume that larger
imperfection amplitudes are associated with longer wavelength imperfections. For sandwich
constructions with honeycomb cores, Williams 8 suggested that 6° was proportional to the
wrinkling wavelength, i.e.,
6 °- K°Zcr (25)
where K 0 is a constant to be determined experimentally. Wan 2s suggested that 6 ° was
proportional to the square of the wrinkling wavelength and inversely proportional to the
facesheet thickness where
(26)
Note that if the wrinkling loads associated with a wide variety of different modes (wavelengths)
are not too far apart, Equations 25 and 26 indicate that the assumption of failure in the mode
associated with the smallest wrinkling load may be invalid since a mode associated with a higher
wrinkling load and longer wrinkling wavelength may have a larger imperfection amplitude.
Norris et al. 11suggested a different form for the initial imperfection amplitude of sandwich
constructions with solid cores. The authors theorized that the waviness was caused by pressure
applied during the bonding of the facesheets to the core so that stiffer cores would be more likely
to "rebound" from the pressure loading than more compliant cores. Consistent with this idea of
core "rebound," Norris et al. H found it convenient to define
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(27)
whereF_ is the flatwise strength of the core.
Equations 25 through 27 rely on the determination of the constant K 0 by a large number of
destructive tests. Test results indicate that all three forms of 6o result in reasonably good
correlation of theory to test. By assuming that facesheet wrinkling failure occurred when the
facesheet-to-core allowable flatwise stress was exceeded, Norris, Boller, and Voss 12 developed
the following formula for the facesheet wrinkling stress of sandwich structures with honeycomb
cores that includes the effect of initial imperfection:
_- 0.82 E / Ect:
O'wr I_ O/ rT" \[ IT-'c I f_Eftc (28)
1+ kF_to)
Note that Equation 28 is inaccurate if the imperfection precipitates a facesheet fracture failure
mode rather than a flatwise stress failure mode. In order to eliminate the need for extensive
destructive testing, Norris, Boller, and Voss 12 attempted to directly measure the amplitude of
facesheet waviness at the wrinkling wavelength to be used in the theoretical predictions of the
wrinkling load and compared the result to a large number of tests. The results were inconclusive.
Camarda 24 simply used the largest amplitude available from profile measurements of the panel
surface and obtained reasonable correlation between theory and test. As discussed in Section
2.2.2, however, it is likely that the neglect of boundary effects was responsible for the poor
correlation between theory and test obtained by Camarda. 24
Instead of calculating the critical wrinkling load and wavelength, Harris and Crisman 2_
simply assumed that the facesheet wrinkled with a wavelength equal to the cell size of the
honeycomb core. They developed an empirical expression for the waviness parameter, 6 o,
appearing in Equation 28 using the results of a large number of destructive tests. This "curve
fitting" technique allowed Harris and Crisman 2_ to obtain very good correlation between theory
and test. However, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, it is possible that other phenomena, not
accounted for in the derivation of Equation 28, may have been responsible for the initially poor
correlation of test data with theoretical wrinkling stress predictions made using Equation 17 with
k2 = 0.82.
A note of caution is warranted here. Expressions such as that given in Equation 28 are
based on the assumption of criticality of imperfections in the symmetric wrinkling mode.
However, imperfections in an antisymmetric mode should not be ignored. In Equation 24, it can
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be seen that the core shear stress generated in a panel with an antisymmetric imperfection is
inversely proportional to the imperfection wavelength, 2,. For small values of 2,, very high core
shear stresses may be generated. Consider shear crimping. In Figure 3, the shear crimping load,
Ps, is associated with a zero wavelength, which is of course not possible. In reality, shear
crimping is actually a sudden core shear failure triggered by an antisymmetric imperfection.
Depending on the magnitude of this imperfection, this core failure may occur at loads
substantially below the classical shear crimping load given in Equation 2.
2.4 EFFECTS OF COMBINED LOADS
A rigorous treatment of the wrinkling of sandwich panels subjected to combined loads is
conspicuously absent from the literature. As discussed in Section 2.1, Plantema 1 showed that for
panels with isotropic facesheets, only the largest principal compressive stress need be
considered. Others suggest taking allowable wrinkling stresses measured from tests of uniaxially
loaded struts and using them in interaction equations. When the two principal stresses are
compressive, it is suggested in Reference 29 that the following interaction equation be used
3
(29)
where o._and o._r_ are the major principal compressive stress and the corresponding allowable
wrinkling stress and o-2 and o._r2 are the minor principal compressive stress and the corresponding
allowable wrinkling stress. Bruhn 3° suggests always working with stresses rotated into a
coordinate system with axes parallel to the core ribbon and transverse directions, then applying
the interaction equation of the form, ignoring facesheet plasticity effects
( 2 3)0 q- Oyy
Kow_ + _ = 1 (30)
where o-xxand o-yy are the in-plane normal stresses such that the x direction is aligned with the
direction of the greatest compressive stress, Txy is the applied shear stress, o-wr is an allowable
wrinkling stress for panels loaded in uniaxial compression along the core ribbon direction, and
K=I.0 if the axis of the largest applied compressive stress is parallel to the core ribbon direction,
else K=0.95 if it is not parallel to the core ribbon direction.
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SECTION 3
CONCLUDING REMARKS
There has been extensive analytical and experimental treatment of the problem of
predicting facesheet wrinkling in sandwich structures subjected to compressive loads. Wrinkling
can occur either in a symmetric or antisymmetric mode shape as shown in Figure 1. Analyses
have been developed based upon two different treatments of the response of the core. The first
treatment involves a rigorous solution of the core elasticity equations. This treatment is most
applicable to sandwich structures made with solid, isotropic cores and results in an expression
for the theoretical wrinkling stress of a uniaxially loaded strut of the form shown in Equation 16
where k 1 is in general a function of the facesheet and core thicknesses and Young's moduli.
Other derivations based on assumed core displacement functions that decay exponentially away
from the facesheets or that decay linearly to zero over a small region adjacent to the facesheets
also lead to theoretical expressions for the wrinkling stress of the form shown in Equation 16.
The second main analytical treatment of the facesheet wrinkling problem involves use of
the anti-plane core assumptions. It is assumed that the stresses in an anti-plane core of a
sandwich panel in the plane of the applied loads are exactly zero. It has been shown theoretically
that sandwich constructions with anti-plane cores always wrinkle at a lower stress in the
symmetric mode than in the antisymmetric mode. The expression for the theoretical wrinkling
stress (symmetric mode) of a uniaxially loaded sandwich strut with an anti-plane core is of the
form shown in Equation 17 where k2 is a constant.
The results of hundreds of tests of uniaxially loaded sandwich struts with isotropic
facesheets and both solid and honeycomb cores conducted to determine facesheet wrinkling
loads have been reported in the open literature. The results of far fewer wrinkling tests on panels
with anisotropic facesheets subjected to combined loads and supported on all four edges have
been published. These tests are extremely difficult to control and perform since sudden
catastrophic failure in any one of several failure modes possible in sandwich structures can
impair accurate determination of the mode in which failure initiates. While theoretical-
experimental correlation has been shown to be surprisingly good in some cases, it has been
shown to be surprisingly poor in other cases, particularly when honeycomb cores are used. Poor
correlation is generally attributed to small initial facesheet imperfections that trigger a flatwise
core or core-to-facesheet failure. However, there is strong evidence in the literature that poor
theoretical-experimental correlation of the wrinkling stress in sandwich structures with
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honeycombcoresis dueto lack of validity during testof one or moreof the basicassumptions,
listed in Table 2, that facesheetwrinkling theoryis generallybasedupon. Test resultsreported
for sandwichstrutshaving(1)predictedwrinkling wavelengthsgreaterthanthecorecell size,(2)
predictedfacesheetdimpling loads much higher than the predictedwrinkling loads, and (3)
predictedantisymmetricbuckling loadsmuchhigher than the wrinkling loadsgenerallyshow
correlationwith theoreticalpredictionsto within 20%or better.
Initial facesheetimperfections can seriously lower facesheetfailure loads. Analyses
incorporating the effects of initial facesheetwaviness generally rely on a parameter that
characterizesthe amplitude of this waviness. Attempts have been made to measurethis
parameterdirectly; however, the best results have been obtained when the parameter is
determinedempirically from a largenumberof destructivetests. Thesetestsshouldincludethe
effects of combined loads, especially in the caseof sandwich structureswith anisotropic
facesheets.Rigoroustheoreticalandexperimentaltreatmentof thewrinkling of sandwichpanels
subjectto combinedloadsis conspicuouslyabsentfrom theliterature.
Therearemanywaysin which the state-of-the-artof predictingfacesheetwrinkling loads
in sandwichstructuresmay beadvanced.Amongthe effectsthat shouldbe investigatedfurther
are:
.
2.
3.
4.
The effects of initial imperfections in the symmetric and the antisymmetric mode.
The effects of combined loads.
The effects of facesheet bending-twisting coupling.
The effects of facesheet transverse shear flexibility.
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